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Abstract: This paper consists of the design and implementation of a simple conditioning circuit to
optimize the electronic nose performance, where a temperature modulation method was applied to
the heating resistor to study the sensor’s response and confirm whether they are able to make the
discrimination when exposed to different volatile organic compounds (VOC’s). This study was
based on determining the efficiency of the gas sensors with the aim to perform an electronic nose,
improving the sensitivity, selectivity and repeatability of the measuring system, selecting the type
of modulation (e.g., pulse width modulation) for the analytes detection (i.e., Moscatel wine samples
(2% of alcohol) and ethyl alcohol (70%)). The results demonstrated that by using temperature
modulation technique to the heating resistors, it is possible to realize the discrimination of VOC’s
in fast and easy way through a chemical sensors array. Therefore, a discrimination model based on
principal component analysis (PCA) was implemented to each sensor, with data responses
obtaining a variance of 94.5% and accuracy of 100%.
Keywords: temperature modulation; gas sensors; volatile organic compounds; electronic nose;
conditioning circuit

1. Introduction
Different studies related to the electronic noses have had a rise in many fields. These have been
used to monitor odors in the food industry in order to determine the products’ quality and control
the fact that some of these can generate toxic substances, which are harmful for human consumption
[1]. Other applications such as disease detection, toxic gases monitoring, and environmental control
are aspects of current research. As such, it is important to know what applications and advances
about electronic noses could be useful [2].
Currently, all these applications have been made following the same pattern (i.e., using sensitive,
selective and repetitive sensors), which will be effective when they detect a sample of a volatile
compound [3]. In previous studies conducted by different researchers, for example, the research
group headed by Polese has made a study entitled, “Self-Adaptive Thermal Modulation of Gas
Sensors” [4]. Other studies in different institutions have done some projects that apply temperature
modulation through metal-oxide sensors [5–9]. On the other hand, some works have been focused on
researching frequency spectrum analysis in order to improve the gas sensor performance,
discriminating odors of similar response under noisy conditions, and modulation techniques using
processing methods such as: cluster analysis, principal components, and neural networks, where a
signal from a device for data acquisition was acquired and afterwards the gas sensor response was
analyzed [10,11]. The work done by Anindita and Kanak about “A Temperature Modulation Circuit
for Metal Oxide Semiconductor Gas Sensor” was taken as reference in this research in order to try to
apply equivalent procedures, but obtaining different results [12]. Recent studies of thermal
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modulation of metal-oxide sensors have been realized through a low power operation system to
increase the selectivity and monitoring of Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC’s) [13–15]. Thus, there
is another report for the analysis of a n-type metal oxide sensor approach that utilized the combined
rapid modulation of a nanowire different Field Effect Transistor (FET) sensor [16]. Alphasense
Company recommends the use of temperature pulsing on their sensors to enhance the performance
of the devices, providing increased sensitivity [17]. Additionally, a suspended microheater structure
using graphene and a micro-electro-mechanical System (MEMS) was used, which was designed to
reduce the energy consumption reached 1 mW [18].
Nowadays, the eNose company has been working to optimize the response of MEMS sensor
through heater element production using temperature variations in the order of ±50 °C between. For
data analysis, when a cycling technique is applied, each sensor will generate a dimensional matrix of
time versus thermal cycle and response value. A combination of different sensors will form a fourth
dimension in the multiway data [19].
1.1. Gas Sensor
1.1.1. Tin Oxide Sensor
A tin oxide gas sensor containing oxygen in clean air is adsorbed on the surface of the sensing
material on the crystal structure [20]. When the sensing material is heated to high temperatures
(around 400 °C), and in the presence of reducing gases, free electrons flow easily through the
conduction band of tin oxide particles. Furthermore, the pure oxygen air is absorbed by the particles
of tin oxide surface and traps free electrons due to high electron affinity, forming a potential barrier
in the conduction band. This potential barrier restricts the flow of electrons causing an increase in
electrical resistance [21]. When a sensor is exposed to an atmosphere, for example, with reducing
gases, CO, CO2, etc., tin oxide surface absorbs gas molecules, producing an oxidation reaction
between the gas and the absorbed oxygen, which decreases the potential barrier and thus reduces the
electrical resistance. The relationship between the sensor resistance and gas concentration deoxidized
can be expressed by the following experimental equation and is valid for a certain range of
concentration of a gas:
=

∗[ ]

∝

(1)

where R is the electrical resistance, A and α are constants and [C] the gas concentration [22,23].
Tin dioxide sensors are characterized by having a good selectivity, repeatability and accuracy. Also,
they can detect up to 20 gases at low concentrations, but the principal disadvantage of them is that
they are very sensitive to moisture and this could generate drifts in the response. Another possible
failure is that they might present contamination of active layer when is applied any volatile
compound in high concentration, which avoid that they can be recovered due to saturations. Energy
consumption of the gas sensors is one of the most important factors to be analyzed, in order to make
an implementation of this device through powered systems modulated sources and to reduce the
consumption.
Typically, gas sensor consumption is around 400 mW (e.g., FIS SP-53) when a continuous signal
is applied to the heater resistor (e.g., FIS Inc. and Figaro Engineering Inc.) [24,25].
Figure 1 shows the establishment time of the step-type signal applied to the sensor heater.
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Figure 1. Voltage applied to the heating resistence.

The time constant of first order marks the width of the frequency range to be modulated. Thus,
the lower response time will imply a higher cutoff frequency of the system, which is directly
generated by temperature modulation.
Figure 2 shows a bode diagram with an asymptotic module of this system, which the attenuation
is above the cutoff frequency.

Figure 2. Bode diagram of the system.

Several studies have used information from the dynamic response of a sensor thermally
modulated to identify and quantify gases [26,27].
In our particular case, temperature modulation can alter the kinetics of the reactions occurring
on the sensor surface in the presence of gases to be detected.
It is shown that using of dynamic response can reduce drift effects. Although the results are
promising, only few studies have been done in selecting frequencies to be used in the sensors. A
thorough study of the behavior of the sensors could be applied in a wide range of frequencies.
2. .Materials and Methods
This study was made using a conditioning and measurement systems, which were applied to
develop an electronic nose, composed by four commercial gas sensors. Each sensor is very sensitive
to different volatiles; in this work, we have selected commercial gas sensors with the aim to make the
system more robust and selective (i.e., capable of detecting any volatiles from the response of each
individual sensor).
Figure 3 illustrates a block diagram of the classification process using the electronic nose, to
which the modulation method was applied.
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Figure 3. Scheme of measurement and data analysis.

Figure 4 shows the experimental setup of the electronic nose and temperature modulation
“homemade”.

Figure 4. Experimental setup (homemade).

The components of experimental setup are shown below:








Concentration chamber
Electro-valve
Vacuum pump
Sensor chamber (gas sensor)
Modulation circuit
Data acquisition board
Power system
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2.1. Concentration Chamber
For the design of the concentration chamber, an airtight container of methacrylate material of
200 mL in volume was chosen to keep the sample. The purpose of the concentration chamber is to be
used for the volatile compound concentration released from the sample that is inside of the chamber,
in order to make the best measurement protocol. For realizing the conditioning of the liquid sample
within the concentration chamber, an uncovered container of glass of 4 mL was used to hold the
sample. The concentration chamber was composed of one hole located on the top part of the cover,
which was connected with the inlet orifice located on top side of the sensor chamber. The air outlet
located in opposite side of the sensor chamber coupled to a vacuum-pump, shifts the volatile
compounds from the sensor chamber to the output orifice of the system; in this time the sample was
measured. On the other hand, through input orifice it is take the air from outside to clean the
container as well as piping (i.e., avoiding condensation within the circuit) after the measurement. The
concentration chamber was connected to the measuring system through of a two-way solenoid valve,
to supply air from the outside at the time to clean the sensors, obstructing the air flow of the chamber
which brings a large number of concentrated volatiles while the sensors are cleaned. After the
cleansing time of the sensors, large volatile compounds were generated in the concentration chamber,
whereas the solenoid valve position was changed making the gas flow through an air pump with a
rate of 500 mL/min from the sensor chamber. To deliver the gas to the sensor chamber a one-way
direction solenoid valve and vacuum pump were activated to drag all compounds generated from
the concentration chamber to sensor chamber; this flow was measured with a rotameter of 0–500
mL/min, reaching an input value of 450 mL/min inside the measurement chamber.
2.2. Modulation System
The modulation circuit designed to vary the temperature of the heating resistor will be show
below:
2.2.1. Modulation Circuit
Figure 5 provides the electronic circuit used to generate the square pulses applied to the heater
coil of the sensor, in order to modulate the temperature.

Figure 5. Generator Circuit, Pulse Width Modulation (PWM).
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For realizing the pulse modulation, an integrated circuit (LM555 oscillator) was used in “stable
mode”, which can generate a square pulse; this simple circuit has the advantage because it is possible
to know the period, frequency and the work cycle when it is having the resistance and capacitance.
It should be noted that the period is the length of time; it takes ON and OFF cycles to repeat,
while the duty cycle is the percentage of time that the output is on (i.e., T1/T).
Also, increasing the value of the resistor R1 will increase the time within a high value (T1) of the
cycle, but the time in low (T0) will not be affected.
Increasing the value of resistance R2 will increase the time in high (T1) and the time in low (T0)
but will decrease the working cycle to a minimum of 50%.
2.2.2. Generator Circuit of a Sawtooth Signal
The electronic circuit to generate a sawtooth signal was composed of an integrated LM555,
which is low cost and very useful to give precise and highly stable delays of time or oscillation. This
topology allows for variance of the frequency of work and this can be carried out by simply varying
the values of capacitance and resistance of the circuit.
To calculate the frequency generated by this circuit, the following equation was used:

=

− .
∗ ∗

(2)

where,
= Voltage supply
= Peak-to-peak output voltage
However, the result of the performed tests could not reach the working cycle with this type of
circuit (i.e., 50% or less). Thus, to realize tests with a work cycle less than this value was necessary to
use a PIC18F4550 microcontroller, which was used to generate the modulated signals. The output
signals of the D port of the microcontroller were connected to an Analog to Digital Converter (ADC),
in order to transform the analog signals to digitals with 10 bits of resolution. These signals were
coupled to an integrated circuit LM741 to amplify the gas sensor response using the noninverting
configuration to increase the voltage levels. Subsequently, a TIP122 darlington switching circuit was
used to supply the required current to feed the heating resistors of each gas sensor (Figure S1 of
Supplemental Material shows the amplification circuit). An Arduino Mega 2560 card was used for
data acquisition with an ADC of 10 bit of ADC resolution.
Figure 6 shows the output times of a Pulse width modulation (PWM) circuit. For the operation
of the circuit, the following conditions must be taken into account: Increasing the capacitance,
increase the cycle time, therefore the frequency decrease.

Figure 6. Generator circuit of a PWM signal.

2.3. Gas Sensor Chamber
The gas sensors were located within an airtight chamber with adequate conditions to work
properly, preventing that other types of volatiles (from environmental air) can affect the
measurements. It had to be ensured that the chamber did not leak when the sample was introduced
because it would lose the concentration of the volatile object of study. Table 1 describes the sensors
used to be sure what sensors were more sensitive and selective to the different volatile organic
compounds (VOC’s).
The sensor chamber (see Figure 7) was composed of four commercial gas sensors (Figaro and
FIS SP) manufactured by FIS Inc. Nissha Printing Co., Ltd. Hyogo-Japan, 1995 and Figaro Engineering
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Inc. Figaro Gas Sensor Technical Reference, Arlington-USA, 1969. Each sensor has a different
detection characteristic, because they are able to generate a response with any type of volatile
compound but will have another response when it is applied a target gas, for which it is more
sensitive.
Each sensor has different sensitivity depending on the volatile target, this selection was made in
order to obtain an efficient and selective response at the time of making the discrimination of a
volatile compound. The chamber was constructed with acrylic material of 1-cm thickness, and on the
top part, there are two holes that allow for the entrance and exit of air, through which the air of the
sample should circulate with a constant flow.
Table 1. Metal-oxide gas sensors.

No

Type

Target Sensor

S1

TGS 800

Carbon monoxide, Isobutane,
Hydrogen and Ethanol

S2

SP-53 7Z6

Methane

S3

TGS-826

Ammonia

S4

SP-15A 921 F

Propane, Butane

Heater
Voltage
≤ 5V ± 0.2V
AC/DC
≤ 5V ± 0.2V
AC/DC
≤ 5V ± 0.2V
AC/DC
≤ 5V ± 0.2V
AC/DC

Circuit
Voltage
≤24V
AC/DC
≤24V
AC/DC
≤24V
AC/DC
≤24V
AC/DC

To keep the chamber tightly sealed, four screws were used to generate pressure on the cover and
the body respectively. It is covered rests on a rubber that ensures the tight seal and prevents leaks.
The sensors inside the chamber were operated with 5 DC volts and the heating resistors were
connected to the modulation circuits. The sensor chamber was designed to change the configuration
of the sensors, since these were connected with different sockets to take out the sensors easily. The
load resistor connected to the output of the sensors has a fixed value of 4.7 kΩ; this resistance fulfills
the function of a voltage divider, which allowed to obtain a voltage variation when a volatile
compound it is supplied to the sensor chamber.

Figure 7. Gas sensor chamber.

2.4. Data Acquisition System
As mentioned above, in order to make the modulation process for the gas sensors array, an
PIC18F4550 microcontroller and Arduino card 2560 were used for conditioning circuit, data
acquisition, generating the modulated signals, and digital control.
The card has eight analog inputs channels; only four of them were used for data acquisition of
gas sensors array and the experimental setup was done for 10 samples/second of the sampling rate
and 2.5 mV of resolution to 10 bits.
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Two digital output channels were used for control the activation of a solenoid valve and vacuum
pump; the power system was totally automatic.
2.5. Data Processing
For data processing, an unsupervised algorithm called principal component analysis (PCA) was
applied to the data set. This multivariate data analysis method is useful in feature reduction, data
compression, and variable selection and sometimes used for noise reduction [28]. This powerful tool
for data analysis was selected in this application since it is an effective linear unsupervised and
supervised method to extract the most relevant information and project data from several sensors to
a two-dimensional plane using a scores plot. Therefore, it is possible to discriminate properly a
measure set, finding the directions of maximal variance [29]. PCA returns a new basis, which is a
linear combination of the original basis. Each vector (orthogonal) has an amount of variance in the
data set with a different degree of importance. The scalar product of the orthogonal vectors gives the
value of the principal component.
3. Results
Figure 8 shows the gas sensors’ responses (TGS 800, SP-53, TGS 826 and SP-15A 921 F,
manufactured by FIS inc Hyogo-Japan and Figaro Arlington-USA) at the instant when the heating
resistors without temperature modulation was applied. The figure depicts the sensors sensitivity to
a sample of 2 mL of ethyl alcohol at 70% concentration, which was supplied to them. In this way, the
gas sensor response could be determined by using a continuous voltage of 5 volts applied to the
heating resistor, obtaining a very high percentage of sensitivity. Furthermore, they responded
instantly to the sample concentrated previously within the chamber and the type of compound was
also determined. The TGS 800 sensor is widely used to recognize gases, such as air and hydrogen.
The TGS 826 sensor is used to recognize ammonia; a response characteristic is present when these
gases are supplied.

Figure 8. Response of the sensors without temperature modulation, exposed to a sample of alcohol
(70%).

The sensors response can be observed in Figure 9, when a PWM modulation using a DC voltage
of 0–4.5 Volts was applied to the heater resistor with a frequency of 490 Hz and a 33.3% duty cycle,
since it was generated using the same concentration parameters of the sample. From this point of
view, the behavior of sensors with modulation and with constant voltage of 5 volts was evaluated,
and determined a low energy consumption through this method, as well as good accuracy and
repetitiveness.
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Figure 9. Response of the sensors to a PWM signal with a 33.3% duty cycle, on the heater resistor
(alcohol [70%]).

When deducing the graph of the voltage response of the sensors by applying a PWM modulation
with a duty cycle of less than 50%, it can be seen that the response when the sensor is powered, tends
to a maximum amplitude value. Thus, it is very similar to a response without modulation in the
heater resistor, but with the difference that the response with the modulated signal in the heater tends
to be kept longer with the maximum value, whereas the response when a continuous signal in the
heater has a slope and tends to remain at a half value approximately of the maximum value obtained,
when the sample is applied.
It could also be noticed that the gas sensors response SP-53 7Z6, TGS 826 and SP-15 921 F,
changed completely since none of the sensors reached the maximum value obtained, when the signal
without modulation was applied to the heating resistor. In this case, the sensitivity of the sensor SP53 7Z6 improved applying PWM modulation and the power consumption was reduced almost 3/4 of
the real value (400 mW). During all tests the other sensors responded in similar way but TGS 826 and
SP-15 921F sensors obtained a very small voltage response, such as can be seen in the figure, the
maximum voltage reached did not exceed 0.5 volts, but nevertheless, it can be said that these sensors
responded immediately when the alcohol sample was applied, which was previously concentrated
inside the chamber. Figure 10 illustrates the response of the sensors subjected to the continuous
airflow of a sample of 2 mL of 1% of Moscatel wine made in Colombia.

Figure 10. Response of the sensors without temperature modulation, subjected to a sample of 2%.
(Moscatel wine).
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The behavior of this signal was determined when a sample of 2 mL of Moscatel wine at 2% of
alcohol was supplied to the sensor chamber. In this case, the amplitude of the signal changes as it is
smaller when a sample of wine is applied. Figure 11 illustrates the response of the sensors exposed
to the continuous airflow of a sample of 2 mL of Moscatel wine to 2% by applying a PWM modulation
with a frequency of 490 Hz and a duty cycle of 33.3%. In this experiment, the voltage applied to the
heater resistance was 0–4.5 volts, since the temperature modulation was applied. Therefore, the
sensor response (i.e., selectivity) was better in contrast when was applied only 5 volts using constant
voltage. In this case, the sensitivity as well as sensibility of SP-53 sensor increased, giving a voltage
response higher when the wine sample was supplied.

Figure 11. Response of the sensors subjected to temperature modulation with a sample of. Moscatel
wine; alcohol (2%).

Despite reducing the amplitude of SP-15A and TGS 800 with temperature modulation, the
selectivity and sensitivity of SP-53 and TGS 826 sensor was possibly improved, achieving an excellent
amplitude response. Worth noting is that they are still sensitive when the temperature modulation
was used. The amplitude of the signal tends to remain stable after reaching the maximum amplitude,
this was a satisfactory response being for analysis and data processing. In this preliminary study, it
can be said that the response of the sensors can reach a good performance when modulation is
applied, whereas the data processing can be easily at the moment to obtain the data discrimination
and/or success rate of classification. The changes of voltages produced by the sensors and each
response varies the amplitude according to the type of volatile compound. To get the discrimination
of data set, a modulated sawtooth signal was used to the heater of each sensor. Then, a data matrix
with 19 measurements and 4 sensors was performed using 13 measurements of Moscatel Wine (W)
with 2% of alcohol and six measurements with 70% of ethyl alcohol (A)). To apply the PCA analysis,
a statistical parameter ( =
−
) was used (Gmax is the maximum conductance and Gmin is the
minimum conductance), in order to obtain the relevant information of data set. Also, a normalization
method (i.e., autoscaled) was calculated and applied previously, making all the sensors with equal
weight. Figure 12 shows the PCA analysis without temperature modulation, where a good
discrimination was obtained using the two first PC’s, with 80.5% of variance and 90.2% of accuracy
the data set.
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Figure 12. PCA scores plot performed to discriminate the measurements of alcohol (70%) and wine
(2%) without temperature modulation.

Using the same inputted normalized data but with temperature modulation and the following
parameters applied to the heater resistor: DC voltage of 0–4.5 Volts and frequency of 490 Hz and
33.3% duty cycle, the PCA analysis was calculated obtaining a better discrimination of the data set.
Figure 13 illustrate the PCA analysis results using temperature modulation.

Figure 13. PCA scores plot performed to discriminate the measurements of alcohol (70%) and wine
(2%) with temperature modulation.

The PCA was performed with all sensors since the features extracted and responses of them
were suitable. This figure depicts an excellent discrimination using the two first PC’s, reaching 94.5%
of variance and 100% of accuracy the data set. By comparing both figures it is important to note that
the results with temperature modulation showed a better sensitivity, selectivity, and repeatability.
The loadings plot in Figure 14 confirmed that the contribution of all sensors using temperature
modulation is important for the results obtained. A significant difference could be observed on PC2
loadings between the sensors (see Table 1), since the contribution of original variables represented in
S2 (SP-53) and S3 (TGS-826) was most significant in comparison with S1 (TGS 800) and S4 (SP-15A),
which were projected in the negative and positive region of the axis.
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Figure 14. PCA loadings obtained from the sensors. The numbers represent the features of the
different sensors.

In this study, the main purpose of this test was tried to discriminate between two compounds
with different degrees of alcohol, in order to obtain an approximation of the performance of sensors
when they are subjected to this type of modulation. With these preliminary results would be possible
to implement this system in food applications to evaluate the different degrees of alcohol in several
types of wines.
4. Conclusions
In this study, a multisensorial device was developed and implemented in order to obtain
electrical signals produced by the gas sensors when a volatile compound was supplied and the
temperature of the heater was applied to change the response through modulation techniques. The
signals from the gas sensors were acquired by a low-cost data acquisition card and then were stored
in a computer to perform the data processing and classification.
According to the measurements obtained with the electronic nose system, it was possible to
determine which sensors vary their response according to the type of modulation that is useful to the
heater.
The performance of the electronic nose system improved when a temperature modulation was
applied to each sensor; it could be noticed since the sensors generated a voltage output, whereas was
possible to identify the final voltage to be applied to each sensor. This promising behavior of the
sensor allowed for the implementation of a processing and/or discrimination method for volatile
compounds discrimination; for example, to obtain the relevant information of data set we used the
static parameter, =
−
, whereas was possible to extract and feed to a pattern recognition
techniques like PCA analysis.
The sensitivity of sensor SP-53 was better unlike other when temperature modulation was
applied, giving a voltage response almost instantaneously when the wine and alcohol samples were
conditioned.
An excellent discrimination using two PCs with 94.5% of variance and 100% of accuracy of data
set was reached, when the sensors were exposed to a continuous flow of a wine sample (i.e., 2 mL of
wine to 2% and 70% of ethyl alcohol) by applying a PWM modulation with a frequency of 490 Hz
and a duty cycle of 33.3%. When applying another type of data processing method, a better
comparison could be made to perform the discrimination or classification of measurements, and with
this result, to validate the response of the sensory system through the temperature modulation.
The results with PCA analysis could be obtained in fast and easy form, as it was possible to
acquire the information in the “online” mode and realize the processing instantly.
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Considering these preliminary results, the idea in the future will be to improve the energy
consumption and behavior of Metal Oxide (MOX) sensors with other modulation methods in order
to be used in different applications.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/link, Figure S1: Modulation
circuit, shows the amplification circuit which was used to supply current in order to feed the heater resistor of
each gas sensor.
Author Contributions: C.D. organizes the materials and writes the manuscript. J.B. provides the technical
Feedback and J.C. revises and proofread the manuscript.
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